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Monthly Highlights 

• Global trade war concerns escalate 
• US markets remain resilient while international and emerging markets decline 
• Commodity performance was mixed, as oil sharply rebounded while metals and agriculture fell. 
• Oil and energy stocks are top performers 
• US economic backdrop remains strong, but…  
• Drivers of US growth are peaking (i.e. stimulus from tax cuts and overseas cash) 

 

Business Cycle Update 

The phase of the business cycle can exert enormous influence on asset class performance.  This is important to watch 
because the rotation of economic seasons cause the short-to-intermediate term risks and returns of asset classes to change.  
In the US, the current business cycle continues to transition into the late cycle or “slowdown” phase.  Consistent with this 
part of the cycle, stock volatility picks up, inflation pressures build, short-term interest rate expectations rise, and 
inflation-seeking assets like oil and energy stocks tend to outperform.  June was an excellent demonstration of these 
dynamics. 

 

Beyond this natural business cycle rotation, each cycle also has its own set of idiosyncratic circumstances.  For instance, 
June was brimming with trade war rhetoric.  This political risk spilled over into global markets, and had a disproportionate 
impact on emerging markets stocks, currencies and select commodity markets like agriculture (especially soybeans, a 
major US export) and metals (like copper and aluminum).  This negative non-cyclical risk overwhelmed the normal 
cyclically positive forces on these assets.   
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Surprisingly, US stocks largely stayed above the trade war fray.  While the Dow Jones Industrial Average closed modestly 
lower in June, most US stock indices were up slightly (led by energy stocks).  Conversely, most other global assets 
declined.  US stocks enjoyed continued support from one-time tailwinds in the form of 2017 tax cuts and the repatriation 
of overseas cash hordes.  This temporary cash windfall allowed US companies to continue to support their stock prices 
through on-going buybacks.  These growth drivers are now peaking.  And as we look forward, the global economic 
situation, though still healthy, is expected to gradually slow and more normal cyclical forces to resume.  

  

US Share Buybacks Have Supported Returns and Elevated Valuations 

Share buybacks have reduced 
shares outstanding which 
supports earnings per 
share… 

Buybacks have also helped 
drive valuations higher in 
the US vs. rest of the world. 

Although the tariffs announced so 
far are expected to have only a 
modest impact on global 
growth…global interdependence on 
the US and China represents a 
potentially larger risk. 
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Disclaimers 

This presentation has been prepared solely for informational purposes and is not an offer, or a solicitation of an offer, to buy or sell 
any securities or products or to participate in any product or trading strategy. No sale of securities will be made in any jurisdiction in 
which the offer, solicitation, or sale is not authorized or to any person to whom it is unlawful to make the offer, solicitation, or sale. If 
any such offer of securities or products is made, it will be made pursuant to a definitive confidential offering document or other 
documentation which contains material information not contained herein and to which prospective investors will be referred. Any 
decision to invest in such securities or products should be made solely in reliance upon such documentation and not this presentation. 

Information contained herein is based on data obtained from statistical services, company reports or communications, or other sources, 
believed reliable. However, we have not verified this information, and we make no representations whatsoever as to its accuracy or 
completeness. 

The views and opinions expressed in this presentation represent those of Almanack Investment Partners, LLC and should not be 
construed otherwise. 

The chart(s)/graph(s) shown is(are) for informational purposes only and should not be considered as a suggestion of any investment 
recommendation, investment strategy, or as an offer of advice to buy, sell, or exchange any investment product or investment vehicle. 
Past performance may not be indicative of future results. While the sources of information, including any forward looking statements 
and estimates, included in this (these) chart(s)/graph(s) was deemed reliable, Almanack Investment Partners, LLC and its affiliates do 
not guarantee its accuracy. 

No part of this material may be duplicated in any form by any means or redistributed without Almanack’s prior written consent. 

Almanack Investment Partners, LLC is an SEC Registered Investment Advisor. 


